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As we prepare for the start of the 2020 yachting season, we are keeping a strong spirit of unity and
resilience in our hearts, as we believe that it has the power to tide us through the turbulent times we
are experiencing.
Although this year’s season may initially be influenced by the impact of COVID-19, which
we are aware is a cause of great concern, we would like to reassure you that now, more than ever, we
have your best interests at heart. In order to continue with confidence this year, we will take every
possible action to create a safe and secure environment for our valued guests and partners. We will
be implementing a series of additional procedures for every one of our charters, always in accordance
with the updated of official health and safety regulations. Our crews will be checked for COVID-19
on a regular basis, as they too are committed to preventing transmission of the virus. Strict sanitary
measures including in-depth cleaning and disinfection practices will also be taking place ahead of
each charter.
By putting practices such as the above into effect, and thus safeguarding the well-being of our
community to the best of our ability, we hope to strengthen our resistance to this threat and lift our
industry’s morale.
In view of these events, we invite anyone with lingering concerns to take comfort in the fact that
cruising on a yacht is still one of the safest ways to enjoy a summer vacation. The idyllic waters of the
Aegean and Ionian seas are some of the most secure destinations to sail in, and the private nature
of the yachting experience provides unparalleled security. Days spent on board, relishing the beauty
of the sea and the fresh open air it provides, will surely offer you tranquility and serenity; the perfect
remedy to keep your spirit buoyed.
To facilitate future arrangements with peace of mind, we are offering the MYBA COVID-19
addendum on all new charter agreements booked on our CA yachts before the end of April. This will
grant clients the option of having charters rescheduled or cancelled free of charge.
Please don’t hesitate to contact us for any advice or assistance that may be required as you enter the
planning stages of your next yacht charter; we are always at your disposal and ready to provide any
extra information needed.
We look forward to welcoming you to beautiful Greece this year, where some of your
most remarkable summer memories are still waiting to be made.
The Atalanta Golden Yachts team
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MEET

M/Y O’PTASIA,
M/Y O’MATHILDE
& THEIR CAPTAINS
Alex Skaris and Manos Panitsas, captains of
M/Y O’PTASIA and M/Y O’MATHILDE, are no
strangers to the luxury yachting industry. In
preparation for this year’s charter season, read all
about what it takes to create a memorable and
successful charter yacht trip in the Mediterranean.
First, we will tell you a little about what they’re
working with.
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M/Y O’PTASIA

& CAPTAIN ALEX SKARIS
Built in 2018 by Golden Yachts, M/Y O’PTASIA
is eighty-five metres of exterior and interior
harmony, with eleven plentiful cabins and a crew
of twenty-eight. Her unique features include an
outdoor cinema on the sundeck and jacuzzi
surrounded by a spacious lounge area.
She contains a massive beach club with a bar, a
massage area and steam room, plus a touch-andgo helipad. M/Y O’PTASIA is one of the largest
yachts available and provides a memorable

Full of enthusiasm, the
talented Captain Alex Skaris
leads with a can-do-attitude
and enjoys eighty percent
repeat clientele.

experience to all guests who are planning to
come aboard. Alex Skaris brings a wealth of
experience to M/Y O’PTASIA and is looking
forward to his next charter yacht season. Full of
enthusiasm, the talented Captain Alex Skaris leads
with a can-do-attitude and enjoys eighty percent
repeat clientele.

To offer experiences that extend beyond
the yacht and the destination; to build a
connection with the guests and be part
of their memories.
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Why did you choose to charter the yacht on which you’re
currently captain?
I chose M/Y OPTASIA for a number of reasons. Firstly, she provides
the perfect combination of size and services available onboard luxury
yachts. Secondly, her crew have travelled almost everywhere in the
Mediterranean.

Built in 2018 by Golden Yachts,
M/Y O’PTASIA is eighty-five metres
of exterior and interior harmony,
with eleven plentiful cabins and
a crew of twenty-eight.

What are the biggest challenges of your role as captain?
To offer memories that extend beyond the yacht and the destination;
to build a connection with the guests and be part of their memories.
What is your most memorable charter moment?
My fondest charter memory comes from a ten-day charter to Mykonos
with an amazing group of people who were partying nonstop, 24/7.
What do you do in your free time?
I enjoy restoring old cars, off-road driving, and participating in winter
sports. I also like to spend my time with my kids.
Which is your favourite charter destination and why?
In my opinion, Greece and the southern coast of Turkey are two of the
best cruising destinations in the world. There you can find tranquil bays,
natural parks and ancient ruins, all within just a few miles of one another.
Another option is to visit the complex of Dodecanese islands that includes Patmos, Leipsoi and Symi. You can sail around endless, amazing
beaches in Fethiye. Göcek is blessed with a range of diving sites and
secret coves. Marmaris is also a must-see!
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M/Y O’MATHILDE

& CAPTAIN MANOS PANITSAS

M/Y O’MATHILDE is another impressive vessel
crafted by Golden Yachts. She spans a length
of fifty-six metres, with seven cabins and a crew
of twelve, while featuring an enormous sun deck
with terraces for dining and lounging, as well.

Captain Manos Panitsas,
whose professional
demeanour and willingness
to go the extra mile make
him an asset to the guests
and crew.

An outdoor cinema and a luxurious owner’s suite
on the upper deck that offers superior panoramic
views are also included. The full-length windows
of both salons create a bright interior atmosphere,
and fun features such as the portable karaoke
consul and outdoor gym are sure to satisfy guests
of all ages.
The yacht comes with the services of Captain
Manos Panitsas, whose professional demeanour
and willingness to go the extra mile make him an
asset to the guests and crew. He holds instruction
licenses for scuba diving, water skiing and wakeboarding, and possesses an incomparable passion
for the sea.

She spans a length of fifty-six
metres, with seven cabins
and a crew of twelve, while
featuring an enormous
sundeck with terraces for
dining and lounging.
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Why did you choose to charter the yacht on which
you’re currently captain? Tell us about the best gadget
on board.
I chose to join M/Y O’MATHILDE not only because she
is considered one of the most successful charter yachts
in the Eastern Mediterranean (if not the most successful)
but also because she represents a challenge whereby I
can demonstrate my abilities, while continuing to work
towards maintaining and expanding the excellent reputation she has been enjoying to date. The best ‘gadget’ on
board, apart from the numerous amenities, is the crew!
We’ve assembled the right team to deliver the ultimate
luxury experience of this class.
What are the biggest challenges of your role as captain?
In my opinion, the biggest challenge I will face in my new
role is maintaining the reputation of the yacht and exceeding the expectations of our guests for each charter,
by offering a luxury service that delivers them to unique
destinations.
What do you do in your free time?
In my free time, I enjoy exercising, as it has been a big
part of my life since my earlier days as an athlete. I also
enjoy sailing, wakeboarding, wake-surfing, water skiing
and snowboarding. Being aware of the needs and qualifications my position requires, I’m also a certified ski and
wakeboard instructor.
Which is your favourite charter destination and why?
Having sailed not only in the Mediterranean Sea, but in
many places, all around the world (including the East and
West Caribbean, Alaska, and the West Coast of the USA)
I can tell you honestly and undoubtedly, Greece.
I love cruising in Greece for many different reasons; it
combines different sceneries and beautiful landscapes
with history and culture. From the North Aegean and the
Sporades islands, to the central and East Aegean islands,
to the Ionian islands, each area has a special something
about it. Plus, you have plenty of choices that range between the very popular and busy, cosmopolitan islands to
the two hundred uninhabited islands with amazing crystal
clear, transparent blue waters.

The best ‘gadget’ on board, apart
from the numerous amenities, is the
crew! We’ve assembled the right
team to deliver the ultimate luxury
experience of this class.
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M/Y ALMA

NEW CA FOR CHARTER

We are delighted to present to you for the first time the
newest addition to our charter fleet, M/Y ALMA, whose
superb, modern and voluminous interiors, with her
generous sundeck and jacuzzi, deliver an irresistible
charter yacht option. Built in 2002 by Heesen Yachts
and embellished with a refit last year, M/Y ALMA runs
a length of 113 feet and features five cabins with the
capacity to house ten to twelve guests at a time.
The accomplished crew of five is dedicated to providing
exceptional service, and is led by the wonderful Captain
Theodoros Antonelos, who is a valuable asset to the
team. M/Y ALMA redefines the top-end yachting
experience and she is now available to charter with
Atalanta Golden Yachts.

The newest addition to our charter fee, M/Y ALMA,
whose superb, modern and voluminous interiors,
with her generous sundeck and jacuzzi, deliver
an irresistible charter yacht option.

E: charter@atalantagoldenyachts.com
www.atalantagoldenyachts.com

